St. Bernard Parish Schools

PreK-4

Paper Based Materials
Circle the two pictures in each box that rhyme.

1. dog, log, bull; 2. cake, rake, bag; 3. cat, sheep, jeep; 4. goat, ball, boat; 5. gum, thumb, book; 6. ten, pen, cane; 7. pan, hat, fan; 8. rock, mop, sock

Think of another word that rhymes with the pictures you circled in each box.
Circle the two pictures in each box that rhyme.

1. Circle the two pictures that rhyme:
   - Crab
   - Crown

2. Circle the two pictures that rhyme:
   - Skate
   - Plate

3. Circle the two pictures that rhyme:
   - Crab
   - Bread

4. Circle the two pictures that rhyme:
   - Milk
   - Ring

5. Circle the two pictures that rhyme:
   - Nest
   - Lamp

6. Circle the two pictures that rhyme:
   - Sled
   - Block

7. Circle the two pictures that rhyme:
   - Stick
   - Slide

8. Circle the two pictures that rhyme:
   - Kite
   - Hive

★ Think of another word that rhymes with the pictures you circled in each box.
Cut out the pictures at the bottom of the page. Find all the pictures that can be grouped together and glue them into the correct box.

PAIL, CAKE: 1. tail, 2. steak, 3. snail, 4. sail, 5. rake, 6. snake

★ Think of another word that rhymes with the picture in each circle.
Say the word that matches the picture in the circle. Find the three pictures that rhyme with this word and circle them.

1. CAT: a. hose, b. pup, c. bat, d. hat, e. leg, f. rat
2. SOCK: a. nose, b. block, c. lock, d. car, e. snake, f. clock

★ Think of another word that rhymes with the picture in each circle.
Look at the pictures in each box. If the words rhyme, circle them. If they do not rhyme, put an "X" through the box.

1. zip, lock
2. rock, sock
3. ten, pen
4. goat, boat
5. flag, star
6. knight, kite
7. train, chain
8. glass, skunk

★ Think of another word that rhymes with the pictures you circled in each box.
Look at the pictures in each box. If the words rhyme, circle them. If they do not rhyme, put an "X" through the box.

1. sled, belt
2. fan, pan
3. sand, hand
4. lamp, nest
5. flag, bag
6. map, net
7. jam, hat
8. five, hive

★ Think of another word that rhymes with the pictures you circled in each box.
Circle the two pictures in each box that belong to the same category.

1. chick, car, pig
2. pencil, cap, paper
3. basketball, soccer ball, cat
4. frying pan, hammer, drill
5. grapes, banana, umbrella
6. shark, octopus, shoe

★ Name each category.
Cut out the pictures at the bottom of the page. Find all the pictures that can be grouped together and glue them into the correct box.

HAMMER, SEESAW; 1. drill, 2. slide, 3. sandbox, 4. wrench, 5. swing, 6. bolt

★ Name each category.
Circle or draw an arrow through the three pictures that belong to the same category as the picture in the circle below.

1. CRAB: a. fish, b. horse, c. cow, d. shark, e. pig, f. octopus
2. APPLE: a. car, b. banana, c. grapes, d. bus, e. train, f. watermelon

★ Name each category. Then, name something else that belongs in each category.
Circle or the three pictures that belong to the same category as the picture in the circle below.

1. BEACH BALL: a. basketball, b. tennis ball, c. sun, d. cloud, e. soccer ball, f. moon;
2. PLANE: a. pants, b. parka, c. shirt, d. hot air balloon, e. rocket, f. helicopter

Name each category. Then, name something else that belongs in each category.
Look at the picture in the circle. Circle the three other pictures that belong to the same category.

Now, find pictures 1-6 hidden below.

⭐ Name the category at the top of the page.
Look at the letters in each box. If the two letters are an upper and lower case pair, trace them. If they do not belong together, put an "X" through the box.

1. H h
2. A a
3. T t
4. X x
5. E e
6. V v
7. R r
8. Y y
9. D d
10. F f

★ Name the letters you traced.
Look at the letters in each box. If the two letters are an upper and lower case pair, trace them. If they do not belong together, put an “X” through the box.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>j</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

★ Name the letters you traced.
Look at the letters in each box. Circle the two letters that belong together. Trace the letters you circled.

1. A a
2. H h
3. G p
4. F f
5. J j
6. T k
7. V m
8. K L
9. R

★ Name the letters you circled.
Look at the letters in each box. Circle the two letters that belong together. Trace the letters you circled.

1. O o
2. R r
3. S s
4. d
5. v
6. F
7. g
8. T
9. j
10. P
11. y
12. Y
13. R
14. t
15. Y
16. B
17. n
18. X
19. b
20. w
21. x
22. h

★ Name the letters you circled.
Look at the letters in each box. Circle the two letters that belong together. Trace the letters you circled.

★ Name the letters you circled.